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Abstract — A propositional satisfiability (SAT) benchmark motivated by planning paths for multiple robots on graphs is described in this short paper. It is suggested to model the question if robots can find paths in a graph to given goal vertices in the given number of time steps as propositional satisfiability. The problem, its propositional model, and benchmark generator for grid environments are described.

I. WHERE THE MULTI-ROBOT PROBLEM COMES FROM

Multi-robot path planning (MRPP, also referred as cooperative path-finding – CPF) on graphs [5], [6] is an abstraction for centralized navigation of multiple mobile robots (distinguishable but same in other aspects). Each robot has to relocate itself from a given initial location to a given goal location while it must not collide with other robots and obstacles. Plans as sequences of movements for each robot are constructed in advance by a centralized planner which can fully observe the situation.

The problem of navigating a group of mobile robots or other movable units has many practical applications. Except the classical case with mobile robots let us mention traffic optimization, relocation of containers [5], or movement planning of units in RTS computer games.

To be able to tackle the problem a graph-based abstraction is often adopted – the environment is represented as an undirected graph with at most one robot in a vertex. Edges can be traversed by robots.

We describe a MRPP problem formally and develop SAT encoding for it in the following sections. Then an instance generator for MRPP on 4-connected grids is described.

II. FROM GRAPH FORMULATION TO SAT ENCODING

Our encoding of MRPP will be introduced through finite domain integer programming. After creating integer model, the integer variables and constraints will be replaced with vectors of propositional variables (bit-vectors) and corresponding clauses.

A. Multi-robot Path Planning on Graphs (MRPP)

Let \( G = (V, E) \) be an undirected graph and let \( R = \{r_1, r_2, ..., r_n\} \) be a set of robots where \( |R| < |V| \). The arrangement of robots in \( G \) will be described by a uniquely invertible function \( \alpha: R \rightarrow V \). The interpretation is that a robot \( r \in R \) is located in a vertex \( \alpha(r) \). A generalized inverse of \( \alpha \) denoted as \( \alpha^{-1}: V \rightarrow R \cup \{\perp\} \) will provide us a robot located in a given vertex or \( \perp \) if the vertex is empty.

An arrangement of robots at time step \( i \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) will be denoted as \( \alpha_i \). If we formally express rules on movements in terms of location function then we have following transition constraints:

\[
\begin{align*}
(i) & \quad \forall r \in R \; \text{either} \; \alpha_i(r) = \alpha_{i+1}(r) \; \text{or} \; \{\alpha_i(r), \alpha_{i+1}(r)\} \in E \; \text{holds} \\
(ii) & \quad \forall r \in R \; \alpha_i(r) \neq \alpha_{i+1}(r) \Rightarrow \alpha_i^{-1}(r) = \perp \\
(iii) & \quad \forall r, s \in R \; r \neq s \Rightarrow \alpha_{i+1}(r) \neq \alpha_{i+1}(s) \\
\end{align*}
\]

The initial arrangement is \( \alpha_0 \) and \( \alpha^+ \) will denote the goal arrangement. An instance of MRPP is then given as quadruple \( [G, R, \alpha_0, \alpha^+] \). The task is to transform \( \alpha_0 \) to \( \alpha^+ \) so that transition constraints are preserved between all the consecutive time steps.

Definition 1 (solution, makespan). Let \( \Sigma = [G, R, \alpha_0, \alpha^+] \) be an instance of CPF. A solution of \( \Sigma \) is a sequence of arrangements \( \alpha_0, \alpha_1, ..., \alpha_\mu \) where \( \alpha_{\mu} = \alpha^+ \) and transition constraints are satisfied between \( \alpha_{i-1} \) and \( \alpha_i \) for every \( i = 1, ..., \mu \). The number \( \mu \) is called a makespan of the solution. The shortest possible makespan of \( \Sigma \) will be denoted as \( \mu^*(\Sigma) \).

It is known that finding \( \mu^*(\Sigma) \) is NP-hard [4]. If makespan sub-optimal solution is sufficient then polynomial time solving techniques from [3] can be used. An example of MRPP instance on a graph represented by a 4-connected grid is shown in Figure 1.
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MRPP. The employed encoding called inverse has been developed in [7] and is significantly smaller in terms of the number of variables and clauses than SASE and SATPlan encodings on the same MRPP instances.

Basically we need to model arrangements of robots at individual time steps and introduce transition constraints into the model. In the inverse encoding, the arrangement of robots at time step $i$ is modeled by state variables $A_i^v$ for $v \in V$ that represent inverse location function at the time step $i$. Next, there are state variables $T_i^v$ for $v \in V$ that represent actions taken in vertices at time step $i$. An outgoing action into some of vertex neighbors or an incoming action from some of vertex neighbors or noop can be taken in each vertex. The domain of $T_i^v$ consists of $2 \cdot \deg_G(v) + 1$ values to represent all the possible actions. It is necessary to introduce some ordering on neighbors of each vertex to be able to assign concrete actions to elements of the domain of $T_i^v$. Suppose that we have a function $\sigma_v : \{u \mid (v, u) \in E\} \rightarrow \{1, 2, ..., \deg_G(v)\}$ and its inverse $\sigma_v^{-1}$ that implements this ordering of neighbors.

**Definition 2 (inverse encoding).** The $i$-th level of inverse encoding consists of the following integer state variables:

- $A_i^v \in \{0,1,2,...,n\}$ for all $v \in V$ such that $A_i^v = j$ iff $a_i(\eta) = v$.
- $T_i^v \in \{0,1,2,...,2 \cdot \deg_G(v)\}$ for all $v \in V$ such that
  
  \[
  \begin{aligned}
  & T_i^v = 0 \quad \text{iff no-op was selected in } v; \\
  & T_i^v = \sigma_v(u) \quad \text{iff an outgoing primitive action with the target } u \in V \text{ was selected in } v; \\
  & T_i^v = \deg_G(v) + \sigma_v(u) \quad \text{iff an incoming primitive action with } u \in V \text{ as the source was selected in } v.
  \end{aligned}
  \]

and constraints:

- $T_i^v = 0 \Rightarrow A_{i+1}^v = A_i^v$ for all $v \in V$ (no-op case);
- $0 < T_i^v \leq \deg_G(v) \Rightarrow A_i^v = 0 \land A_{i+1}^v = A_i^v \land T_i^u = \sigma_u(v) + \deg_G(u)$ where $u = \sigma_v^{-1}(T_i^v)$ for all $v \in V$ (outgoing robot case);
- $\deg_G(v) < T_i^v \leq 2 \cdot \deg_G(v) \Rightarrow T_i^u = \sigma_u(v)$ where $u = \sigma_v^{-1}(T_i^v - \deg_G(v))$ for all $v \in V$ (incoming robot case).

**C. Translation of IP Model of MRPP to SAT**

The encoding is built upon integer finite domains variables. We eventually need propositional encoding which is obtained by translating integer state variables into bit vectors. If the state variable has $N$ states ($N$ elements in its domain) then we need $[\log_2 N]$ propositional variables to represent it.

If we are asking whether there is a solution of makespan $k$ we need to build $k$ levels. The initial arrangement $a_0$ is encoded in $A_0$. Analogically $A_k$ are set to the goal arrangement $a^+$.

**III. MRPP ON GRIDS INSTANCE GENERATOR**

A classical MRPP benchmark introduced in [6] takes place on a 4-connected grid of certain size into which obstacles are placed randomly by excluding randomly selected nodes. Initial and goal positions for robots are random as well. In all the cases random selection is uniform from the set of remaining items. Our instance generator produces SAT encodings for these benchmarks. Several parameters are accepted by the generator:

- size of the grid — dimensions height $\times$ width
- probability of obstacles — placed randomly/uniformly
- number of robots — placed randomly/uniformly
- number of levels — corresponds to the makespan
- random seed

**A. Simple Knowledge Compilation into the SAT Encoding**

A simple knowledge compilation into the presented encoding is done by our instance generator. It is checked if a given robot can occur in a given vertex at a given time step. Such occurrence of a robot excludes existence of a solution if the vertex cannot be reached from the initial position in the given number of time steps or if the goal position cannot be reached in the remaining number of time steps along shortest paths.

**B. Properties, Parameters and Difficulty**

A property having the most significant impact on the difficulty of MRPP solving is the intensity of interactions among robots during their movement. It is more difficult to solve a problem when robots need to intensively avoid each other regardless of the solving method applied [7], [8]. Intensity of interaction is directly changed by the size of the grid, probability of obstacles, and the number of robots.

Notice also that the SAT model encodes bounded MRPP by certain number of levels. The most difficult cases appear for the number of levels around the optimal makespan [2]. On the other hand instances with few levels can be quickly identified as unsolvable. However, it is typically more difficult to discover solvability of instances with many levels due to increasing size of the instance.

**DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK**

Several other encodings of MRPP were investigated by the author. The presented inverse encoding is the most compact one if the number of robots is relatively high. There is still room for improving encodings by compiling more sophisticated knowledge into it. Further compacting the encoding at the bit level is also planned.
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